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Carleton University                       Fall 2006
Department of Political Science

PSCI 3203 A
Government and Politics in the Middle East

Tuesdays, 18:05 – 20:55 
282 University Centre

Instructor: Scott Streiner, Ph.D.

The instructor is a graduate of Carleton's Political Science Department and a senior
manager in the federal government.  His Master’s thesis dealt with the conflict over
Jerusalem and his doctoral dissertation examined strategies for narrowing socio-
economic disparities under conditions of globalization. 

Office: B645 Loeb
Office hours: Tuesdays 5:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
Phone: 613-520-2600 x1657 (no voicemail)
E-mail: scottstreiner@yahoo.com  

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

The Middle East is perennially in the news.  This course is aimed at helping students
get beyond the headlines to understand more deeply the complex nature of politics
and the governance in that tumultuous part of the world.  

The course combines an overview of key historical and political information with an
exploration of the debates and competing perspectives that mark scholarship on the
region.  There is no “agenda” to the course: students are free (and encouraged) to
express a variety of views, provided that they have taken the time to ground
themselves in the basic facts needed to underpin an argument.

The course will include a discussion of controversies regarding “Orientalism,” a
review of the historical backdrop to contemporary Middle Eastern politics, a country-
by-country examination of domestic politics, and discussions of the Arab-Israeli
conflict and American invasion of Iraq.

Each class will be composed of an introductory lecture, short student presentations,
and concluding remarks.  Many will also include a film or guest speaker. 

Grades

Grades will be based on the following:

· Class participation and short presentation: 25%
· Paper: 35% (due Tuesday, October 17)
· Final exam: 40% (to be scheduled during formal exam period, Dec. 6 – 22)

Please note that where term work is incomplete, a final grade of “F” will be assigned
in accordance with Academic Regulation 2.1.

mailto:scottstreiner@yahoo.com
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Presentation

Students will make succinct, 5-minute presentations with titles such as “10 things
interesting facts about…” or “10 myths about…”, focusing on the topic of the day on
which they are presenting.  These presentations are intended to supplement the
more standard information conveyed by readings and lectures, and should be
engaging and fun without being flippant or superficial.  Marks will be awarded for
both useful, relevant content and dynamic, effective communication.

The 5-minute time limit will be strictly enforced, and marks will be deducted if
presentations run over time.

Students should not hesitate to access available resources as they prepare for their
presentations.  These include the TA, Carleton’s Student Academic Success Centre
(http://www.carleton.ca/sasc/), and a wide variety of websites that can be found by
searching “presentation skills” or “presentation tips.”  

Paper

The paper will be a relatively succinct (10-12 double-spaced pages) exploration of
one of ten questions on a list handed out during the first class.  Papers must be
submitted directly to the instructor in class on Tuesday, October 17. Late papers
may be submitted through the Department of Political Science drop box, which is
emptied every weekday at 4 p.m. All items retrieved at 4 p.m. are date-stamped with
that day's date. Assignments sent by fax to the department will not be accepted.

Late submission of papers will result in a penalty of two-thirds of a letter grade (e.g.,
B to C+) per day, with weekends counting as two days.    

Please remember that it is not acceptable to hand in the same assignment for two or
more courses, and that plagiarism – including use without attribution of material
obtained on-line – is a serious academic offence that can result in severe penalties. 

Exam

The final exam will be two hours in length and will involve a number of short-answer
questions aimed mainly at assessing basic knowledge, and two mini-essays (chosen
from a list of three or four options).  The exam will be scheduled during the formal
exam period (December 6 – 22, 2006).

Accommodation

Carleton University is committed to providing equity in its educational programs and
services through, among other things, reasonable accommodation for needs related
to disability, religion, pregnancy, etc.  Accommodation needs should be discussed
with the instructor at the earliest possible date.  Should you require an
accommodation with respect to assignments or exams because of a disability, you
are encouraged to contact the Paul Menton Centre, whose staff can help you

http://www.carleton.ca/sasc/
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document your needs and identify options (please see attached sheet for further
details).

Readings

All readings are required.  Some can be accessed on-line; all others will be available
from the floor 2 reserves in the library by the beginning of the semester.  Failure to
read the assigned readings will both impair a student’s ability to benefit from the
course – because classroom material complements rather than repeats the readings
-- and put him/her at risk of a low grade.

CLASS SCHEDULE

Background

CLASS 1 September 12
Studying the Middle East and Debating “Orientalism”

Edward W. Said. Orientalism. New York : Pantheon, 1978, Introduction (pages 1-28)
and The Latest Phase (pages 284-328).

Bernard Lewis. “The Question of Orientalism” NY Review of Books, 24 June 1982.  Also
available as chapter 9 of Bernard Lewis. Islam and the West. NY: Oxford University
Press, 1993.

Edward W. Said and Bernard Lewis. "Orientalism: an Exchange." The New York
Review of Books, 12 August 1982.

CLASS  2 September 19
The Ottoman Empire and the Emergence of the Arab State

Donald Quataert.  The Ottoman Empire, 1700-1922. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2000, chapters 2-4.

Roger Owen. State, power and politics in the modern Middle East. New York:
Routledge, 2004, chapter 1. 

 CLASS 3 September 26
The British Mandate in Palestine

Tom Segev. One Palestine, Complete.  London: Abacus, 2002, Introduction and
chapters 5, 13-14, 17-18, and 23.

Domestic Government and Politics

CLASS 4 October 3
Turkey and Iran 
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George S. Harris. Republic of Turkey, chapter 2 in David E. Long and Bernard Reich
(eds.). The government and politics of the Middle East and North Africa edited by.
Boulder: Westview Press, 2002.

John W. Limbert and Mark J. Gasiorowski. Islamic Republic of Iran, chapter 3 in
Long and Reich.

CLASS 5 October 10
Egypt and Saudi Arabia 

David E. Long. Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, chapter 4 in Long and Reich.

Louis J. Cantori and Sally Ann Baynard. Arab Republic of Egypt, chapter 13 in Long
and Reich.

CLASS 6 October 17
Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan

M. Graeme Bannerman. Republic of Lebanon, chapter 8 in Long and Reich.

Curtis R. Ryan. Syrian Arab Republic, chapter 9 in Long and Reich.

Curtis R. Ryan, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, chapter 10 in Long and Reich.

CLASS 7 October 24 
Palestinian Politics

Nathan J. Brown. Palestinian politics after the Oslo Accords: resuming Arab
Palestine. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003, chapters 1 and 3.

Jamil Hilal. Hamas's Rise as Charted in the Polls, 1994–2005. Journal of Palestine
Studies. 35(3). Spring 2006.

CLASS 8 October 31
Israeli Politics

Bernard Reich. State of Israel, chapter 11 in Long and Reich.

Amnon Rubenstein. From Herzl to Rabin: The Changing Image of Zionism. NY:
Holmes & Meier, 2000, chapters 1 and 5-7.

CLASS 9 November 7 
Israel as an “Ethnic Democracy”?

Sammy Smooha. Ethnic Democracy: Israel as an Archetype, Israel Studies. 2(2),
Fall1997, pp. 198-241

As’ad Ghanem, Nadim Rouhanna and Oren Yiftachel. Questioning “Ethnic
Democracy”: A Response to Sammy Smooha. Israel Studies. 3(2), Fall 1998.

http://muse.jhu.edu.proxy.library.carleton.ca/journals/israel_studies/v002/2.2smooha.html
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Ruth Gavison. Jewish and Democratic: A Rejoinder to the “Ethnic Democracy”
Debate. Israel Studies. 4(1), spring 1999.

Alan Dowty. Is Israel Democratic? Substance and Semantics in the “Ethnic
Democracy” Debate. Israel Studies. 4(2), fall 1999.

War and Peace in the Middle East

CLASS 10 November 14 
The Arab-Israeli Conflict

Itamar Rabinovich. Waging Peace: Israel and the Arabs, 1948-2003. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2004, chapters 1, 6, and 7.

Jerome Slater. Lost Opportunities for Peace in the Arab-Israeli Conflict

Israel and Syria, 1948-2001. International Security 27(1), summer 2002.

CLASS 11 November 21 
The Collapse of Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations

Hussein Agha and Robert Malley. Camp David: The Tragedy of Errors. New York
Review of Books, 9 August 2001. 

Benny Morris. Camp David and After: An Exchange (1. An Interview with Ehud
Barak). New York Review of Books, 13 June 2002.

Hussein Agha and Robert Malley. Camp David and After: An Exchange (2. A Reply
to Ehud Barak), New York Review of Books, 13 June 2002. 

Benny Morris and Ehud Barak. Camp David and After—Continued. New York
Review of Books, 27 June 2002.

Hussein Agha and Robert Malley. Reply. New York Review of Books, 27 June 2002.

Shlomo Ben-Ami. So Close and Yet So Far: Lessons from the Israeli-Palestinian
Peace Process. Israel Studies, 10(2), Summer 2005.

Scott Streiner. The Clash of Psychologies: Palestine, Israel, and the Tragedy of
Intimate Ignorance, Canadian Foreign Policy, 10(1), 2002.

CLASS 12 November 28 
The Invasion of Iraq

Roger Owen. State, Power and Politics in the Modern Middle East. New York:
Routledge, 2004, chapter 12 and Conclusion. 
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Academic Accommodations

For Students with Disabilities: Students with disabilities requiring academic accommodations in this

course are encouraged to contact the Paul Menton Centre (PMC) for Students with Disabilities (500

University Centre) to complete the necessary forms. After registering with the PMC, make an

appointment to meet with the instructor in order to discuss your needs at least two weeks before the

first in-class test or CUTV midterm exam . This will allow for sufficient time to process your request.

Please note the following deadlines for submitting completed forms to the PMC for formally scheduled

exam accommodations: November 6 , 2006 for fall and fall/winter term courses, and March 9 , 2007th th

for winter term courses.

For Religious Observance: Students requesting accommodation for religious observances should

apply in writing to their instructor for alternate dates and/or means of satisfying academic

requirements. Such requests should be made during the first two weeks of class, or as soon as

possible after the need for accommodation is known to exist, but no later than two weeks before the

compulsory academic event. Accommodation is to be worked out directly and on an individual basis

between the student and the instructor(s) involved. Instructors will make accommodations in a way

that avoids academic disadvantage to the student. Instructors and students may contact an Equity

Services Advisor for assistance (www.carleton.ca/equity).

For Pregnancy: Pregnant students requiring academic accommodations are encouraged to contact

an Equity Advisor in Equity Services to complete a letter of accommodation. Then, make an

appointment to discuss your needs with the instructor at least two weeks prior to the first academic

event in which it is anticipated the accommodation will be required.

Plagiarism: The Undergraduate Calendar defines plagiarism as: "to use and pass off as one's own

idea or product, work of another without expressly giving credit to another."  The Graduate Calendar

states that plagiarism has occurred when a student either:  (a) directly copies another's work without

acknowledgment; or (b) closely paraphrases the equivalent of a short paragraph or more without

acknowledgment; or (c) borrows, without acknowledgment, any ideas in a clear and recognizable form

in such a way as to present them as the student's own thought, where such ideas, if they were the

student's own would contribute to the merit of his or her own work.  Instructors who suspect plagiarism

are required to submit the paper and supporting documentation to the Departmental Chair who will

refer the case to the Dean.   It is not permitted to hand in the same assignment to two or more

courses. The Department's Style Guide is available at: 

www.carleton.ca/polisci/undergrad/styleguide.pdf

Oral Examination: At the discretion of the instructor, students may be required to pass a brief oral

examination on research papers and essays.

Submission and Return of Term Work: Papers must be handed directly to the instructor and will not

be date-stamped in the departmental office. Late assignments may be submitted to the drop box in the

corridor outside B640 Loeb. Assignments will be retrieved every business day at 4 p.m., stamped with

that day's date, and then distributed to the instructor.  For essays not returned in class please attach a

stamped, self-addressed envelope if you wish to have your assignment returned by mail.  Please

note that assignments sent via fax or email will not be accepted. Final exams are intended solely for

the purpose of evaluation and will not be returned.

Approval of final grades: Standing in a course is determined by the course instructor subject to the

approval of the Faculty Dean. This means that grades submitted by an instructor may be subject to

revision. No grades are final until they have been approved by the Dean.

Course Requirements: Students must fulfill all course requirements in order to achieve a passing

grade.  Failure to hand in any assignment will result in a grade of F.  Failure to write the final exam will

result in a grade of ABS. FND (Failure B No Deferred) is assigned when a student's performance is so

poor during the term that they cannot pass the course even with 100% on the final examination. In

such cases, instructors may use this notation on the Final Grade Report to indicate that a student has

already failed the course due to inadequate term work and should not be permitted access to a
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deferral of the examination. Deferred final exams are available ONLY if the student is in good standing

in the course.

Connect Email Accounts: The Department of Political Science strongly encourages students to sign

up for a campus email account. Important course and University information will be distributed via the

Connect email system. See http://connect.carleton.ca for instructions on how to set up your account.
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